LIGHT ANTI-TANK
GRENADE LAUNCHER
with OPTICAL SIGHT PGO-7V3

The 40 mm WARRIOR RPG-7D is a
mighty,
reliable recoilless weapon - hand-held,
shoulder-ﬁred, antitank rocket-propelled
grenade launcher, designed to defeat tanks,
self-propelled artillery units and other
armored vehicles, as well as manpower in
open and in armored shelters (range with
different rounds and sights 50-3000m).
WARRIOR RPG-7D has the ability to
disassemble and fold to facilitate mobility
and airborne descent.

TECHNICAL DATA
Calibre: 40 mm
Ammunition: Works with all types of anti-tank,
fragmentation, thermobaric and tandem type 40mm
rounds for this type of grenade-launcher
Length: shoot ready- 953mm
folded (for airborne descent) - 590 mm
Weight (without sighting device): 6.46 kg
Sights: same as for Warrior RPG-7
Optical Sight/ Digital Day&Night/ Thermal vision
sight
Optical Sights: PGO-7V3, PGO-7W4

Firing rate: 4- 6 (rounds/minute);
Portable combat set (rounds): 5
System life (rounds): 500
No-welding technology
Optionally, the grenade launcher can be equipped
with: collapsible bipod (upon request).
Distance between barrel bore axis and ground:
weapon on bipod with extended legs: 315-410mm

PACKING
Wooden case with 9 weapons incl. sight:
Case dimensions: L/W/H: 1240/640/440 mm
Gross weight of case incl. 9 weapon and sights:
3
100kg, Volume: 0.349 m

Wooden case with 9 individual SPTA SET and 1
SPTA per 9 pcs RPG-7D:
Dimensions L/W/H: 1240/650/440 mm
3
Gross weight: 58kg Volume: 0.38 m

LIGHT ANTI-TANK
GRENADE LAUNCHER

with OPTICAL SIGHT PGO-7V3

Collapsible BIPOD - optional

The bipod is produced by alloyed
steel and strengthened aluminum
alloy, which provides advantages
such as high durability and
reliability compared to the
traditionally used bipods.
When weapon on bipod, distance between barrel bore axis
and ground :
- legs at lowest /ﬁrst/ position - 315 mm
- legs at second position - 360 mm
- legs at highest position /fully extended legs/ 410 mm
Maximum bipod width:
- at min. height - legs at lowest position - 310 mm
- legs at second position - 360 mm
- at max. hight - legs at highest position - 450 mm

The bipod is designed to be used
with all modiﬁcations of the optical
and digital sights for RPG-7 ,
including the latest ones.
The bipod has 3 positions.Weight :
0.76 kg

SPTA / TOOLS and ACCESSORIES
Individual SPTA
- Sling 1pc
- Cleaning rod 1pc
- Rod with washer 1pc
- Belt with two covers 1pc
- Bag for 3 rounds 1pc
- Bag for 2 round 1pc
- Device for ﬁring mechanism assembling and
disassembling 1pc
- Wrench-screwdriver 1pc
- Drift 1 pc

- Fire pin - 2 pcs
- Striker spring - 2 pcs
- Nipple 1pc
- Bushing 2 pcs
- Wrench (screwdriver) 1pcs
- Pouch with repair SPTA set for 9
weapons 1 pc. ( consist of 11 types
of tools and spare parts upon
request)
- Bag for Warrior RPG-7D during
airborne descent

SIGHTS - Optical Sight PGO-7V3
Visible Magniﬁcation, ratio
2,7x
0
Angular Field of view, deg
13
Resolution limit, seconds, not less than
28“
Exit pupil diameter, mm
4,5
Exit pupil distance,not less than, mm
27
Entrance pupil diameter, mm
18
Weight, kg
0,6
Overall dimensions, mm
160x180x62

The sight is to be mounted on hand held anti-tank grenade
launchers RPG-7, equipped with “dovetail” rail and is
intended for aimed shooting with use of PG-7V, PG-7VM,
PG-7VS, PG-7VS1, PG-7VL, PG-7VR, TBG-7V and their full
analogues grenades.
The sight have illumination systemo of the reticle for
operation under low visibility conditions.
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